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ROGER EBERT:

→ "Get Carter" is a tense, hard-boiled crime movie that 

uses Michael Caine, for once, as the sure possessor of all his 

unconscious authority. Caine has been mucking about in a series 

of potboilers, undermining his acting reputation along the way, 

but "Get Carter" shows him as sure, fine and vicious -- a good 

hero for an action movie.wa

→ "Get Carter" has the sure feel for the underbelly of society, like 

the good American detective novelists have always had. intended to 

be very violent. Michael Caine recently remarked, "It looks like Mary Poppins now." But it doesn't. In fact, it's surprising how hard-hitting and brutal Get Carter still is, even in

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/michael-caine


→The character created by Caine is particularly 

interesting. He's tough and ruthless, but very quiet 

and charged with a terrible irony.



→The movie has a sure touch. Very early, during the 

titles, we see Caine taking the train to Newcastle 

and reading a paperback of Raymond Chandler's 

'Farewell My Lovely.' This seems audacious at the 

time, as if director Mike Hodges were deliberately 

inviting comparison with the American masters. 

But Hodges has the stuff, and "Get Carter" works 

as well as any British crime melodrama in a long 

time.

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/mike-hodges


IMDb:

→ “Get Carter,” not just one of the finest 

exponents of British neo - noir, but one of the 

greatest British films ever, period.



→ Jack Carter as created by Caine and Hodges is the 

quintessential film noir anti-hero. He smokes French 

cigarettes and reads Raymond Chandler, there is no 

hiding the respect and homages to classical noir 

pulsing away as Jack goes on his not so merry way. 

He's a vengeful angel of death, but sexy as hell with 

it, he even has humorous pearls of wisdom to spout, 

delivered with relish by Caine who is at his snake 

eyed best.



→with Caine backed up by a roll call of super 

working class character actors,“Get Carter”

just gets better as each decade of film making 

passes.

Like its antagonist/protagonist (yes, Jack is 

both, a deliberate contradiction) it's a film as 

hard as nails,



→No lover of film noir can have an excuse to 

have not seen it yet. Funny, sexy, brutal and 

not without a ticking time bomb of emotional 

fortitude as well,



THE GUARDIAN:

→ “Get Carter”: No 7 best crime film of all time

→ At a distance of nearly 40 years, Get Carter has as much value as a 

piece of social history as it does as a thriller.

→ At times, too, it seems as if Mike Hodges has thrown his actors 

into real life –

https://www.theguardian.com/film/get-carter


The Tyneside it portrays isn't one of hen parties in Bigg Market, but 

of poverty that grinds Newcastle and its inhabitants into an inescapable 

and unendurable greyness. At times, too, it seems as if Mike Hodges has 

thrown his actors into real life – the faces of the old men in the pubs and 

betting shops, and the revellers at the dancehall take the movie into 

something akin to cinéma verité, even as mayhem erupts in the foreground.



→ As a thriller, though, it's colder and more brutal than anything 

British cinema has produced before or since; its mood so 

unyielding that the viewer does not even question 

whether Michael Caine really could be a Geordie hood returning 

home for his brother's funeral. There's humour, but it's so bleak it 

causes grimaces rather than laughs.

https://www.theguardian.com/film/michael-caine


→ At the centre of it all is Caine, playing with such chilly authority

→ He's aided by a top a top notch supporting cast. Watching Get 

Carter now is like reading accounts of the first westerners to cross 

the Gobi desert: did this world ever exist, and in such recent 

times? It seems wholly remote from 21st-century Britain, even as 

its themes of coerced sex and utter amorality chime with 

contemporary fears.

→



1001 MOVIES You Must See Before You Die

→Blunt and forceful, with effective use of underseen 

locations, Mike Hodges’s (Director) film makes no 

concessions to morality and yet  hardly condones 

the brutalities of its characters…



THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE & Other Unforgettable Films 
by Barry Gifford

→ An underrated, seldom mentioned noir masterpiece, Mike 

Hodges’s (Director) Get Carter is the shiny suit of British 

cinema.

→ The color’s dark, murky in London, and in Newcastle it gets 

watery, runny, and bland. England looks bleak here, and its 

inhabitants, exemplified by Carter and company, seedy and 

nasty. It’s the lower depths striving to look respectable and it 

doesn’t work.



The Devil Thumbs a Ride cont.

→ It’s a cold shot movie, with Caine cool, clever, and 

deliberate. You can see his brain registering and computing 

and plotting.

→We don’t like Carter --- he’s a sociopathic, perverse 

murderer --- but we respect his lack of pretense. He may not 

like himself either, but he’s got his self-respect.



→

BEFORE THE MOVIE
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Next Week’s Movie



KERMODE UNCUT: GET CARTER – 40TH ANNIVERSARY – 2011 - Video: 1 
min. and 57 sec.



DENNIS LEHANE on GET CARTER (3:33 SECONDS) (1 to 
1:30 approx.)



Final 
Suggestion



AFTER THE MOVIE



MICHAEL  CAINE on GET CARTER – 10 mins. & 27 sec.
(1:37 to 4 mins.)



MICHAEL CAINE: An Acting Masterclass (4 mins. & 31 sec.)
(1 to 2:43 sec.) 



→According to the director, the following scene is 

the most important one in the whole movie, the 

one which changes everything and on which the 

picture depends…



Mike Hodges (the Director) on Michael Caine 
as an actor







Mike Hodges on Michael Caine




